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Project Summary
The main objective of this project was to determine assimilation of CO 2 and efficiency of water use
in wheat grown to maturity in a low pressure total gas pressure environment. A functional test of the
low pressure plant growth chamber system was accomplished in February and March of 1993 wherein
this objective was partially achieved. Plants were grown to maturity in the chambers. Data were
actively collected during the first 29 days. The plants were allowed to maintain themselves at the CO 2
compensation point until day 45 of the study at which point active atmospheric regulation was resumed.
This provided data at the vegetative and reproductive stages of the life cycle of the plants. However,
this information may not be representative of the performance of the plants due to the loss of low
pressure on a number of days during the study, which affected the plants by changing the pressure
potential of the tissues. The performance of the system will be discussed on a component by
component basis. The maintenance of the plants at the CO 2 compensation point was driven by the
failure of the computer program operating the system. The software problems that arose during the
functional test have since been corrected. Results from the functional test also indicated that the plants
were not receiving adequate light and nutrients. The growth chambers have been relocated and the
growth room modified to compensate for these deficiencies.
System Description
Two 66 L chambers are used to provide separate gas pressure environments. One chamber is
maintained at 101.3 kPa, the other at 70 kPa. The instrumentation configuration of each chamber is
illustrated in Figure 1. The environmental conditions maintained in the chambers are presented in
Table 1. The chambers are operated in a semi-closed configuration. A 150 ml. gas sample is removed
from a chamber using a vacuum pump for determination of CO2 concentration. The volume of gas
removed is replaced from pressurized gas bottles.
Table 1. Chamber Environment
Variable Set Point
Temperature 20.0°C + 0.5°C





101.3 kPa+ 1 kPa
0.57 mole/chamber
0.00285 mole/chamber
400 mmol m -2 s"1
* This is equivalent to a PO2 of 0.21 in the ambient pressure chamber and 0.3 in the sub-ambient
]_ressurechamber.
This is equivalent to a PCO2 of 0.0010 in the ambient pressure chamber and 0.0013 in the sub-
ambient pressure chamber. The CO2/02 mole ratio is fixed at 0.005 in both chambers. The
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70.3 kPa _" 1 kPa
101.3 kPa _" 1 kPa
0.57 mole/chamber
0.00285 mole/chamber
400 mmol m"2 s"1
* This is equivalent to a PO2 of 0.21 in the ambient pressure chamber and 0.3 in the sub-ambient
_ressure chamber.
* This is equivalent to a PCO2 of 0.0010 in the ambient pressure chamber and 0.0013 in the sub-
ambient pressure chamber. The CO2/02 mole ratio is fixed at 0.005 in both chambers. The
reduction in pressure is attributable entirely to a decrease in the PN2 in the sub-ambient pressure
chamber.
Lightingis provided by 30 VHO fluorescent lamps and ten 60W ineaml_cent lamps. Temperature
in the chambers is monitored with thermistors, and regulated by circulating a coolant through a
stainless steel loop in each chamber. Air circulation in each chamber is provided by an internally
mounted fan magnetically coupled to a motor mounted external to the chamber. Air velocities at the
canopy are 2 m/see. Oxygen concentration is monitored by a sensor mounted in each chamber.
Nitrogen and 0 2 mole ratios are maintained by injecting fixed molar ratios to offset the volume of gas
removed in the measurement of CO2 concentration. The pressure in the chambers is monitored with
pressure transducers. A detailed description of each of these components is provided in Appendix A.
A major problem inthisstudyhas been tomeasureand regulateCO 2 concentrationinthelow
pressurechamber. Becausetheinfraredgas analyzer(IRGA) cannotoperateproperlywith gas at
subnormal pressure,itwas necessarytobringa gassample from thechamber and pressurizeitto
normal atmosphericpressurebeforemeasurement. The processselectedforthishas been to
subsamplethegas from a chamber,pressurizeand entrainthesampleinan N 2 gas streamwhile
measuringtheCO 2 concentrationwiththe IRGA. The timecourseforthevoltageoutputofthe
IRGA ispresentedinFigure2. The maximum peak heightofthevoltageoutputofthe IRGA isused
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Figure 2.
Twenty seeds of Triticum aestivum L. cv. 'Yecora Rojo', a dwarf wheat variety, were germinated
in 5 L pots containing vermiculite. The pots were placed in the chambers and the atmospheric
treatments were initiated. Plants were illuminated for 24 hr/day. Plants were watered with 1/4
strength Hoagland's solution once every three days. A peristaltic pump was usedto deliver the nutrient
solution. Condensate was collected from the chambers with a peristaltic pump once every three days.
The volume of nutrient solution added was approximately equal to the volume of condensate collected.
Results and Discussion
The study was initiated on February 4, 1993, and terminated on March 27, 1993. Various
mechanical and software difficulties encountered during the study precluded the collection of a
complete data set allowing for the accurate determination of the effect of low pressure on the growth
and development of wheat. A summary of the systems performance is presented in Table 2.































































Study Initiated, Leak in ambient chamber located and sealed.
Nominal. Irreparable leak in ambient chamber discovered
IRGA recalibrated.
External strain gage circuits modified due to insensitivity.
Nominal
System crash due to loss of N 2 during night, plants were gutating
due to loss of thermal control. Software modified to prevent similar future errors.
System crash during addition of N 2 (software).
System errors overnight due to crack of low pressure condensate
collection reservoir.
System crash due to crack of low pressure condensate collection
reservoir. Repaired and system restarted.
System crash due to software.
Nominal.
Nominal.
System crash resulting in repressurization of low pressure chamber
with CO 2 . System opened and vented to reduce CO 2 level.
System crash resulting in repressurization of ambient pressure
chamber with CO 2 . System opened and vented to reduce CO 2 level.
System crash while injecting CO 2 into ambient pressure chamber.
(System aborted gas delivery)
System performed suboptimal from previous crash.
System crash resulting in repressurization of low pressure chamber.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
Ran out of N 2 overnight. Pressure integrity maintalnfd but no
IRGA readings possible. Both chambers suffered CO 2 deficits.
Nominal but recovering from previous deficit CO 2 levels.
Ran out of N 2 overnight. Pressure integrity maintained.
Compressed gas bottle replaced.
Nominal but insufficient CO 2 levels.
System taken offiine. Plants allowed to maintain themselves at





Systemsuccessfully reeonfigured. Insufficient, but improved CO 2
control levels. Study resumed.
Ambient pressure chamber is leaking. Low pressure chamber
is nominal.
Ambient pressure chamber is leaking. Low pressure chamber
isnominal.
Study terminated.
The systemcrashesresultedfrom a change intheC + + operatingsystemimmediatelybeforethe
initiationf thestudy.The code had been developedusingMicrosoftC + +. The systemwas changed
toBorlandC + + and therewere inconsistencesintheimpl_nentationof headerfile,s betweenthetwo
systems.
Periodic repressurization of the low pressure chamber made it impossible to access the impact of
the low pressure treatment on plant growth when compared to ambient pressure. The down time
occurring after 3/10 resulted from the inability to solve the system crash problem during testing. The
computer system was taken off-line to correct the software errors. These errors were successfully
corrected and the system reactivated with the existing plants on 3/24. Statistical summaries of the data
collected ate presented in Table 3. The values presented are for chamber pressure, chamber
temperature, CO2 concentration in the chamber, and volume of CO 2 added to offset chamber CO2
deficits. Averages, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values for each data set are presented.
The entire data set collected for each day is presented in Appendix C.
Table 3. Summary Statistics for Chamber Temperature, Chamber Pressure, CO2 Concentration, and
Volume of C02 added.
Date Low LOw Low LOw High High High High
Pres. Temp CO 2 CO 2 Pressure Temp CO2 CO 2
[mH$] [°C] [ml] [ppm] [mHg] [°C] [ml] [ppm]
2/10/93 n--- 30
mean 539.7 20.95 959 2 761.41 20.95 986 2
S.D. 0.89 0.2 105 5 2.08 0.22 140 5
rain. 535.2 20.65 553 0 759.5 20.41 559 0







540.03 20.85 999 1 766.42 20.97 1004 0
1.14 0.22 20 I 3.46 O. 11 22 1
536.1 20.39 940 0 759.5 20.65 941 0
544.1 21.17 1046 4 770.5 21.17 1046 5
2/12/93 n=51
mean 539.02 21.07 933 1 765.62 21.17 997 1
S.D. 1.72 0.16 220 2 4.68 0.12 33 1
rain. 533.9 20.84 79 0 758.8 20.95 869 0





















































976 1 765.92 20.98 982 1
21 1 3.8 0.47 128 1
926 0 757.3 18.85 153 0
1024 3 772 21.89 1106 5
988 1 771.19 19.53 999 1
19 1 0.62 0.17 51 2
944 0 770.6 19.19 908 0
1014 3 773.2 19.78 1085 5
926 4 770.95 19.48 1017 0
98 5 0.21 0.01 30 0
789 0 770.8 19.47 996 0
998 11 771.1 19.48 1038 0
560 16 773.14 18.29 789 4
405 15 0.65 0.36 206 1
108 3 772.1 17.75 376 2
938 33 775.1 19.16 975 5
547 19 764.9 21.36 672 22
178 6 2.73 0.25 312 20
207 13 761.3 20.96 256 0
711 29 768 21.69 1016 49
547 19 764.9 21.36 672 22
178 6 2.73 0.25 312 20
207 13 761.3 20.96 256 0
711 29 768 21.69 1016 49
463 12 762.78 21.34 748 17
267 11 2.26 0.33 176 12
95 3 759 20.87 328 I
810 40 767.5 21.85 986 44
637 15 761.22 21.9 777 15
206 9 3.18 0.73 185 12
154 3 757.1 20.8 372 3































































61 4 767.49 21.25 37 0
156 8 3.08 0.29 79 0
0 1 757.3 20.75 0 0
570 38 771.9 22.53 361 0
597 22 766.54 20.96 145 3
112 6 2.02 0.32 28 3
132 0 762.7 20.43 95 0
709 44 769.6 21.53 174 5
697 20 769.16 20.98 137 5
10 1 2.28 0.35 2 0
676 18 764.4 20.41 133 5
719 21 771.9 21.49 141 5
703 18 769.39 20.9 302 10
65 3 2.01 0.34 235 7
207 14 764.5 20.41 109 5
744 40 771.9 21.46 804 34
614 23 763.52 21.6 3125 9
194 12 2.78 0.6 3636 10
83 0 760.2 20.65 398 0





















504 19 760.99 21.94 732 18
164 7 0.89 0.38 133 9
108 3 759.5 21.13 271 10
638 40 762.8 22.57 841 48
Date Low Low Low Low High High High High
Pres. Temp CO 2 CO 2 Pressure Temp CO2 CO 2











































































































































































































































































Date Low Low Low Low High High High High
Pres. Temp CO 2 CO 2 Pressure Temp CO 2 CO 2
[mHg] [oc] [ml] [ppm] [mHg] [oc] [ml] [ppm]
3/9/93 n--65
mean 539.7820.98 777 13 769.74 21.39 538 12
S.D. 0.68 0.213 1 2.53 0.57 283 6
rain. 535.9 20.56 748 11 766.1 20.55 217 5
max. 540.9 21.38 826 15 774.8 22.47 848 28
3/10/93 n--38
mean 539.79_0.98 771 14 769.62 21.1 775 14
S.D. 0.58 0.15 18 2 1.2 0.33 79 5
rain. 538.1 20.71 678 5 766.9 20.59 560 5
max. 541 21.22 789 19 772 22.13 883 25
3/24/93 n-- 17
mean 539.8220.94 880 9 776.95 20.94 265 5
S.D. 0.35 0.36 10 1 1.49 0.29 19 0
rain. 539 20.59 864 8 772.3 20.51 216 5
max. 540.2 21.99 897 10 778.3 21.75 289 5
3/25/93 n--63
mean 539.9320.9 871 9 776.54 20.88 296 5
S.D. 0.4 0.21 ll 1 1.57 0.2 8 0
rain. 538.7 20.47 851 8 772.9 20.49 277 5
max. 541.1 21.24 897 10 778.4 21.27 310 5
3/26/93 n--64
mean 539.9720.77 857 10 777.26 20.9 341 5
S.D. 0.24 0.26 10 1 3.27 0.21 67 2
min. 538.9 20.35 834 7 771.1 20.47 295 5
max. 540.4 21.25 904 11 781.8 21.24 564 20
3/27/93 n=49
mean 540.0120.78 853 10 773.93 20.94 430 7
S.D. 0.15 0.25 11 1 2.49 0.19 182 4
min. 539.7 20.39 825 9 770.3 20.49 305 5
max. 540.3 21.22 877 12 777.1 21.27 883 17
In spite of the system failures the plants survived and flowered (headed). By 3/24 the leaves were
chlorotic and senescing. It was decided to evaluate the software corrections using the plants even
thoughtheywere not "healthy'.The low pressurechamber performed nominally.A crackinthe
ambientchamber acrylicresultedina leakthatcouldnotbe correctedmid-experiment.This leak
preventedpropercontrolofCO 2 concentrationintheambientpressurechamber. Thisleakwas
repairedafterthestudyfollowingchamber disassembly.A discussionof subsystemperformance,
emphasizingdatacollectedbetween 3/24and 3/26 follows.
Light Levels
A light intensity map for the growth room the chambers are installed in is pre.qmted in Figure 3.
The light intensity was mapped at the top of the chambers, 10 era. from the light bank. The placement
of the chambers at one end of the growth room decreased the light available for the plants. Even
though the photoperiod was 24 hr, the irradiance levels were observed to be too low. Comparisons of
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Figure 3.
A plot of the temperatures maintained in the two chambers for March 25 is presented in Figure 4.
The system operates on a 22 minute cycle. Data are updated at this frequency although temperature is
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A plotof thepressureforthelow pressurechamber ispresentedinFigure5 forMarch 25. Data
for the ambient pressure chamber are not presented because of the leak. Across the sampling and gas
injection cycles the pressure is extremely stable. For reference, removal of 700 ml corresponds to a
decrease of 0.007 arm (6ram Hg) at 21C in the low pressure chamber and 0.011 arm (8ram Hg) at 21C
in the ambient pressure chamber. A 700 ml sample is removed from each chamber to purge the gas
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CO 2 Concentration in the Chamber
Figure 5.
The objective of this research was to discern the effect of pressure on plant growth under equal
activities of CO 2 and 0 2. An infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) measures CO 2 concentration on a volume
of C02 per volume of air basis (ppm). The gas sampling system complicates C02 concentration
determination. A calibration curve for the IRGA is required as standard procedure for accuracy. A
calibration curve for each sample chamber is also required due to dilution resulting from entraining the
sample with N 2. The maximum peak height of voltage output of the IRGA is used to calculate the
concentration of CO 2 in the sample. Calibration curves for the IRGA and the sample system are
presented in Figures 6. The CO 2 concentration determined for the low pressure chamber for March
25 is presented in Figure 7. Based on this measurement the system added CO 2 to the chamber in an
attempt to bring the concentration to 1000ppm. The volume of CO 2 added is presented in Figure 8.
The algorithmbeingused tocalculatetheamount ofC02 toinjectwas found tobe inadequate.
However thesystemhad achieveda quasi-equilibrium.The plantswere takingup approximatelywhat
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Load cells were iustalled in the chamber to provide a means of monitoring water use by the plants.
The pots were suspended with nylon line from the load cells. The load cell data for the ambient
chambers is presented in Figure 9. The weight loss due to transpiration is evident from the steady
decay periods. The sudden increases in weight correspond to nutrient addition to the pot. The load
cells were prone to damage due to excessive strain imposed while attaching the pot during experiment













Current Status of the Project
The problems of the system that arose during the functional test have resulted in numerous design
revisions and modifications to the system. The chambers have been moved from the end of the growth
room to the middle of the growth room. To increase robustness and to increase light levels the load
cells were removed from the top of the chambers and moved to force plates in the bottom of the
chambers (Figure 10).
Figure 10.
Following the test, one of the motors for the fans in the chambers burned out. New motors were
acquired and a stronger power supply was constructed to power all the electronic equipment in the
system. All the custom electronics used to interface the sensors in the chambers have been redesigned
and implemented as printed circuit boards for increased robustness. Details are provided in Appendix
A. The software has been updated to improve the routines for integrating the volumes of gas added
and removed from the chambers as well as to correct problems associated with calculating the amount
of CO 2 to add based on the concentration measured. The software description is contained in
Appendix B. System software incompatibilities have been resolved and are no longer a problem.
The system is currently undergoing calibration to test modifications made to the electronics and
the control code. Another functional test is to be implemented in July.
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Appendix A.
Hardware System Dea:rilaioa
This set of specifications describes the configuration effective 6/21/93. This configuration
reflects improvements made since the functional test and is currently undergoing calibration. Several
items of engineering detail are termed hardware references (HXX) to improve the readability of this
document. The hardware references located at the end of this appendix provide specific part
information.
Mechanical/Physical
All tubing used in this experiment was .250" stainless (HI) unless otherwise specified. Stainless
Swagelok connectors (H2) were installed on all ambient system components. Stainless VCR
connectors (H3) were used on aU low pressure system components. Every connection was cleaned
before assembly. All connectors were epoxied into place to ensure minimal gas leakage and increase
mechanical robustness.
The plant growth chambers were constructed of acrylic (H4). Due to the projected growth height
of the wheat, the existing chambers were stacked two high with an acrylic ring (H5) adjoining them as
shown in Figure A1. The top and bottom of the chamber were joined with an acrylic plate (H5). Each
mating surface of the plate contained a groove where the cylinder faces join the plate. A hollow
compliant O-ring seal was constructed from neoprene rubber tubing. This O-ring was lightly lubricated
with silicone vacuum grease (H6) before assembly. Meticulous cleaning and installation of this seal
were vital to minimize chamber air leakage. The chamber top and bottom were pulled together with
an all-thread/nut assembly at each plate comer. Overtightening of this assembly could flex the plates
and promote air leakage. Chamber assemblies were locat,ed on a raised platform in the middle of a
conventional growth chamber (H7). The primary purpose of this external chamber was to provide
uniform, adequate lighting.
Two 9-pin gold-plated electricai connections (H8) were used to provide power, ground, and signals
to/from the interior of the chamber. Air leaked around the wires of the standard connector; therefore,
each connector was molded to the chamber top with a special hot melt adhesive (H9). Each of the
interior wires was interrupted with a single uninsulated wire that connected to the 9-pin connector.
The nine, uninsulated wires were molded to the chamber top with hot-melt adhesive.
Gas entered the chamber through a connector to a tube at the top of the growth chamber. This
tube was located underneath a circulating fan (H10) which mixed the gas and provided for uniform gas
and thermal distribution. The fan blade was epoxied to a standard nylon-coated laboratory stirrer
magnet that was magnetically coupled to an exterior DC motor (H11) with a coupling magnet (H12).
Gas was sampled via a tube protruding from the bottom of the growth chamber that connected to an
external Swagelok connector.
An external Swagelok connector provided access for nutrient delivery. This connected to a nylon
quick-connect which attached to the interior of the chamber top with hot-melt adhesive (H9).
Norprene tubing (HI3) was used to connect the chamber top to the growth pot. A simple manifold
was made using a ring of Norprene tubing to distribute the nutrient media evenly to the plants. A
peristaltic pump (H14) was set up to pump the desired nutrient into the pot. This technique ensured


















































Condensate was collected via a cooling ring which also provided temperature control. This ring
was bent into an ellipsoidal shape to provide uniform cooling throughout the chamber. The coolant
was provided by an external chiller (HIS) which was set at S°C. Operating the cooling ring in short
cold periods encouraged condensate on the cooling ring rather than the acrylic walls and/or top of the
chamber. Condensate then followed the ellipsoidal ring to a collection point on the base. An external
condensate chamber connected to this collection point. The displaced vohim¢ was vented through a
tube which connected to the middle joining ring. Condensate was retrieved from this condensate
chamber with the peristaltic pump as was done for the media addition process.
Sensors
AU sensors located inside the growth chamber were wired to the outside using shielded
cable(H 16). Standard instrumentation precautions were implemented to minimize the effects of
ambient noise and ground loop effects. The signals from these sensors were too weak for adequate
sensing; Therefore, conditioning electronics were needed. All electronics were located outside the
chamber to minimize condensation risk and provide for ease of repair during experimentation.
During previous experiments the weight was measured by suspending the load from a single load
cell. This assembly was removed to increase the light exposure to the plants. The collective weights of
the plant, vermiculite, and media were measured with the platform shown in Figure A2. The weight
was distributed upon three points, one of which was a load cell. This platform was less sensitive to
motion artifacts and a sensitivity of .2 grams was obtainable during testing.
Figure A2.
External Control and Support Systems
Gas Delivery System


















Table AI. Solenoid Switching Address and Associated Function.
Address Chamber Function
00 Low unused
01 Low CO 2 Into Growth Chamber
02 Low N 2 Into Growth Chamber
03 Low 0 2 Into Growth Chamber
04 Low not connected
05 Low Sample out of the growth chamber
06 Low Vacuum
07 Low N 2 Purge
08 Low Sample out of the Sample chamber
09 low Coolant
10 High unused
11 High CO 2 into growth chamber
12 High not connected
13 High not connected
14 High Air into growth chamber
15 High Sample out of chamber
16 High Vacumn
17 High N 2 purge
18 High Sample out of Sample Chamber
19 High Coolant
The low pressure delivery system injects CO 2 , N2 or 02 at the request of the control program.
The solenoids (address: 01,02, or 03) perform the primary closure of gas while the flowcontrollers (also
addressed as: 01,02, or 03) regulate the flow once the solenoids are opened. The flowcontrollers only
performed properly when operated individually. If two or more flowcontrollers were operated in
parallel, the gas flow rate was unreliable; therefore each gas was added singularly. The manual valves
next to the chamber are only engaged for maintenance operation during midexperiment. The high
chamber delivers either air or CO 2 . The operation is identical to the low, except the solenoids and
flow controllers are addressed 11 and 14 for CO 2 and air respectively.
Gas is sampled from the growth chamber by opening solenoids C5, C5A and C6 where C denotes
the chamber (0--low, 1-high). Solenoid C5 serves as the primary closure for gas flow between the
system and the chamber. This allows replacement of the desiccant without manual intervention. The
control program instructs the technician when it is safe to perform this service. Solenoid C5A
functions to shut off the flow to the flowmeter, since it has no regulatory capability of its own. Solenoid
C6 is opened to apply the vacuum necessary to draw the sample from the growth chamber, through the
desiccant, and into the sample chamber. The desiccant bed was added to remove water vapor from the
sample which would interfere with the IRGA readings. Although the size of the sample chamber is 150
rnl an additional 550 ml ample was needed to obtain a true representation of the growth chamber
sample. This was attributed to the dilution effects in the desiccant bed and in the sample chamber.
All solenoids are then closed before discharging the gas in the sample chamber through the IRGA.
Solenoid C7 is first opened to pressurize the gas to approximately 5 psi above atmospheric pressure in
order to force it through the IRGA. Solenoids C8 and C21 are then opened to send the sample
through the IRGA. The flowmeter allows the precise measurement of all gas which is sent through the
IRGA. During IRGA measurements, solenoid #20 is engaged to provide an N2 reference.
Electronic Control of Gas Delivery System
The electrical flow diagram for the gas deliverysystemisshown inFigureA3. All the solenoids
required 115 VAC which mandated the use of high current relays(Hl8) for reliable switching. These
relays were engaged with a 12 VDC signal which was provided by solid state relays (HI9). These relays
were mounted in a rack and were controlled by the digital output board (H20) mounted in the
computer. These relays not only provided the DC current required by the AC relays, but also provided
4000 V isolation to protect the digital output board and the computer. This is a standard industry
practice for switching high current, high voltage sources.
The flowcontroUers utilized an analog input voltage to vary the flow through the controller. This
analog control signal was provided by the analog output (D/A) board (H21) mounted in the computer.
The flowcontrollers also provide an analog measurement of the flow which actually passes through the
controller. This analog voltage, along with all other analog signals, was routed to the analog
multiplexer (MUX) which will be described in the Electronics section. The output of this MUX
directed the appropriate analog signal to the analog input board (A/D) mounted in the computer. The
control program used the analog voltage from the flowmeter component of the controller to calculate
the actual volume of gas delivered. This process is described in the control software section. This
technique allowed accurate measurement and compensation of any errors which occurred during the
gas delivery process.
Electronics
All electronics were custom constructed by wire-wrapping for research and development purposes.
The prototype boards were located in a sealed external box which was connected to the chamber
sensors via a shielded cable(H16). All resistors were 1% metal film type(H22) and each circuit was
decoupled from the power supply with. lfF capacitors. All operational amplifiers are TL054 quad
opamps (H23). Each of the following circuits was simulated in PSpice for functionality and
performance over a wide range of operating conditions. Maximum cumulative error for any circuit was
found to be .8 % over a broad temperature range. These custom circuits provided for remote
placement of discrete sensors, and provided greater robusmess and sensitivity than similar prepackaged
products. The sensitivity and digitized accuracy are itemized for each sensor/circuit system in the
following paragraphs.
Two 16 channel analog multiplexers (MUX) (H24) were implemented to allow for expandability
and structured addressability for multiple chamber systems. Each output of these MUXs was buffered
with a voltage follower before input to the data acquisition board. The combined speed of the system
was a maximum of .05 msec switching time per channel.
A 16-channel, 12 bit A/D board (H25) was used for digitization of the voltages into discrete
numbers for the computer. The digital outputs of this board were also used to control the switching
operation of the MUXs. The current configuration provides for 32 multiplexed analog inputs and 14
straight analog inputs. This system can be expanded to 256 multiplexed analog inputs or even up to
2048 inputs with minimal logic circuitry. In operation, the data transfer rate was approximately 2800
samples per second. The 12 bit A/D was configured for a 0.000 to 10.OO0 volt scale which provided a
resolution of 409 bit combination (numbers) per volt.
The temperature circuit is shown in Figure A4. This bridge circuit provides linear operation at 25°
C with great sensitivity for the 100K thermistor used in the chamber. A non-inverting amplifier
amplified the output of the bridge circuit with a gain of 44. The final output was b_ffered from the
computerwith a voltage follower. Sensitivity of this circuit was 2.7°C/volt which corresponded to a
sensitivity of 0.006°C when digitized.
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The output of the 02 sensor is amplified by a diffcmatial amplifier as shown in Figure A5 with a
gain of 14. This is amplified again with a noninverting amplifier with a gain of 2.5. A summing amp is
used to offset the baseline reading of 0 2 concentration in ambient air. The final output was buffered
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Figure AS.
Theloadcell_m_orformspartof a bridge circuit amnow in Figure A6. This is amplif'tcd again
with a noninverting amplifier with a gain of 2.5. A summing amp is _ to offset(rare) the startup
weight of 2500 grams. Range of this system was from 2300 to 2900 grams. The f'mal output was
buffered from the computer with a voltage follower. Sensitivity of this circuit was 0.15 grams which
corresponded to a semitivity of 0.2 grams when digitized.
Figure A6.
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Figure A7.
Theoutput of the infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) was directly connected to the A/D board. This




























Stainless Steel Tubing .25" O.D. ;Swagelok T304
Stainless Swagelok Connectors SS-XXX
Stainless VCR Connectors: Caion SS-XXX
Acrylic tubing .250" thick wall: Cadillac Plastics
Acrylic plate stock 1.000" thick: Cadillac Plastics
Dow Coming Silicone High Vacuum Grease
Environmental Growth Chambers
9-pin gold-plated connectors Amphenol
Bostick hot-melt adhesive
6" nylon fan blade
Globe 12V DC motor Model 403A159
Alnico 5 Coupling magnet #2225: The Ma2net Store
Norprene tubing/25" I.D.: Cole Panner
Peristaltic Pump: Cole Panner model E690MC
Koolant Koolers Cold Water Chiller Model HCC330PR-L
6 conductor Shielded Cable; AIDha Wire-H E9332: P/N 1299/15C
F_wal 100k Thermistor #197-104QAG-A01
Idec Relays #RH2B-U; rated 7.SA@120V
Solid State Relays #70-ODC5; rated 3.5A@60V
Comouterboards Model CIO-DIO48 Digital Output Board
Computerboards Model CIO-DDA06 Digital to Analog Board
Panasonic 1% Tolerance I/8 watt Metal-film Resistors
Texas Instrumems Model TL054BCN
Maxim Model #DG406
Computerbogrds Model CIO-AD16JR-AT Analog to Digital Board
Appendix B.
Software System Description
All computer code was generated and operated on an IBM compatible '386 machine. The
hardware boards described previously utilize the 1SA bus of this machine. All computer code was
written in Borland C + + Ver. 3.1. All code was written such that the program can be easily ported to
another software compiler.
Most of the operations performed for this research would be best carried out with dedicated
inexpensive microcontrollers. The main supervisory program would then simply initiate system-level
commands to the distributed components. This scenario is also the most robust, and would probably
be implemented in final development. Since this project involves fundamental research, one computer
program controls all aspects of the system. It was recognized however that a distributed system would
be desirable. Therefore effort was made to keep the 'C' code structured such that any subroutine/
function could be implemented with different hardware. This structuring was also implemented so that
the code could be easily ported into a non-IBM machine. This research can be ported to VMEbus, S-
Bus, etc., types of hardware. A basic flowchart of the control program is shown in Figure BI. An
alphabetical list of the subroutines is given in Table B1. An alphabetical list of program constants
(including fLxed setpoints) is in Table B2, and a list of the variables is in Table B3. Where possible, the
titles in the flowchart represent the names of the subroutine/function called. The values in parentheses
indicate the parameters sent to the subroutine/function.
The program accepts command-line parang'ters which select normal, engineering test, or
simulation modes of operation. The initialization includes any experiment information as well as the
date and time of startup. All hardware is initialized (Boardlnit)and checked for problems. All software
variables: date, time, round, etc., are initialized. Different error checks are performed throughout the
program. Unrecoverable errors are processed by the errorsub subroutine which returns control to the
beginning of the program for complete reinitialization. The initAndClearWindow initializes various
sections of the display which represent content-specific information.
The sample chamber is evacuated for 30 seconds before sampling. The program then executes the
integoutflow function which suctions a 700 ml sample from the growth chamber. The flowmeters used
in this study give a voltage which represents the flow rate of gas through the meter. In order to get
volume, this rate must be integrated. Integoutflow is one of three integrating functions which performs
the conversion from rate to volume. The output of the flowmeter is sampled with subroutine calls to
AllDataIn during the entire integration process to detect any small changes in flow rate. The function
begins the integrating process and inserts a 2 second delay before opening the solenoids leading from
the chamber (described in the gas delivery scaion). This delay allows for minor pressure equilibration
in the gas lines while before sampling. The solenoids are then opened and the gas is drawn from the
chamber, through the desiccant bed, flowmeter, and into the sample chamber. The excess sample gas
described previously is suctioned through the vacuum pump and vented to room atmosphere. This
integration process continues until 99% of the sample has been obtained. The solenoids then close;
however the function does not return to the main program until all gas flow has ceased. This ensures
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Figure BI.
The main program then executes the function integCO2. This function first pressurizes the sample
with N 2 in order to force it through the IRGA. This pressurization was found require a constant time
of60 seconds. The solenoidsleadingtotheIRGA (describedinthegas deliverysection)areopened
and theAllDataIn subroutineiscalledtoreadtheIRGA readingand theflow throughthesample
chamber (andthroughtheIRGA). This IRGA readingwas integratedintime toobtainan integrated
CO 2 reading.Anotherparameterwhich was extracteduringthisprocesswas themaximum, orpeak
IRGA reading. The analysis of these readings is given in the results section. The integration process
continues until the IRGA reading is less than 5 % of the initial value. This would indicate that the
sample being injected could be assumed to be 95% N2. The solenoids were then turned offand the
function returned to the main program.
Once aCO 2 valueforthechamber had been determined,theGasCompVol subroutinewas
executedwhich calculatedthevolumetricratioofgas toadd tothegrowth chamber: CO2, N2, and 0 2
forlow; CO 2 and Air forhigh. The gasratiowas thenmultipliedby thevolume sampledfrom the
chamber duringintegoutflowtoobtainthevolume foreach specificgas. As notedpreviouslyinthegas
deliverysection,each gas was added individually.
The main program executes integinflow to add the calculated volume of gas to the growth
chamber. The steps of this process are identical to integoutflow; except the flowcontrollers are also
used toprovidemore precisegas deliverythanusingsolenoidsalone.The flowcontrollershave
separateflowmeterswhich areused forflowcontrol;butalsoprovidea separateoutputvoltagewhich
representstheactualflow rateofgasthroughthemeter. Inordertogetvolume, thisratemust be
integrated.The outputoftheflowmeterissampledwithsubroutinecallstoAllDataIn duringthe
entireintegrationprocesstodetectany smallchangesinflow rate.The functionbeginstheintegrating
processand insertsa 2 seconddelaybeforeopeningthesolenoidsleadingfrom thechamber (described
inthegas deliverysection).The functionthencalculatesa desiredflowrateforaccuratevolume
integrationand gas delivery.This flowratesetpointisthensenttothesubroutinecalcflowrate.
calcflowrateperformsthenecessaryconversionsand calculatestheanalogoutputvoltage(D/A) to
send totheflow controller.Thisintegrationprocesscontinuesuntil99% ofthesamplehas been
obtained.The solenoidsthencloseand theflowcontrollersaresettozerofow. However, thefunction
does notreturntothemain program untilallgas flow hasceased.
Table B1.
Computer System Subroutines and Functions
Note: Names in Bold are hardware independent, Names in Italic are hardware dependent.
Names inALL CAPS areprogram constants.
All other names in normal type are program variables listed.
void addnutrient
Simple subroutine which may be accessed at certain times by the technician to perform gas
tank changes, add nutrients, and other growth chamber maintenance. This subroutine can only
be accessed during certain noncritical times of operation. Otherwise the technician's keyboard
entries will be ignored.
void AIIDataln
Main routine which performs calls to all sensory inputs. This includes flow controllers, flow
meters, IRGA and any growth chamber sensors.
void AllOff
Turns off all solenoids and flow controllers to render the system in a fail-safe mode. This
subroutine is called after any error detection or upon system reset.
void AllOn
The opposite of AllOff, this subroutine is an engineering test program only. It can only be
issued from the engineering program plantest.
float Analogln(channel)
Support intermediate-level subroutine call to sample analog data from a specific channel of
the A/D board selected.
void AnalogOut( channel, value)
Support intermediate-level subroutine call to send analog data from a specific channel of the
D/A board selected.
void Beep
Support subroutine which sends a sound to the speaker. This is only called when an error is
detected to alert the user. This sound can be detected when system is controlled remotely over
the ethernet.
void Boardlnit
Hardware specific routine which initializes all system hardware and checks for initialization
errors (makes sure all systems are on line).
void calcflowrate_chambernum, gastype, flowset)
Subroutine which selects the proper D/A channel and calculates the analog voltage to send to
the flowcontroller to achieve the desired flowrate.
void CalcWindow(passbuff)
One of the display windows which is dedicated to rapidly changing information contained in
"passbuff _. Normally used during integration processes.
void convertDataVoitages
Subroutine which converts the raw data voltages into meaningful units based on regression
equations determined during testing. This routine is usually called immediately after
AllDataIn.
void Coolant
Simple support subroutine which determines if the coolant solenoids should be engaged.
Setpoint and tolerance axe determined at program initiation.
float Dataln(chambernum,channel)
System-level call for data input from chambernum (system) and channel or component of that
system.
void DataScreen(row, col,color,value, precision)
One of the display windows which only displays data to the desired location. This routine is
normally called after AllDataln and data has been convened with convertDataVoltages.
void DataStore(storemode)
All normal calls to store data are served with this routine. The data values and format are
selected by storemode. Each data file ends with a .DAT extension and has a matching .PAT
file. This ensures that there remains a one-one match for the variables stored on disk. Each
data file has the date encoded in the name. The program creates one data file for each day.
void Delay(delaytime)
Simple time delay which freezes all system activity. Normally called for short ( < 5.0 sec) delays.
unsigned Dig ln( conn,port)
Hardware specific routine which determines the current status of the digital output board
which controls the relays. This permits feedback to the program about which solenoids are
engaged. The Primary utility is for confirmation of hardware performance and feedback for
remote control over the ethernet. This routine is only called by Mon_Solenoid.
void DigOut( conn,port,byte)
Hardware specificroutinewhich sendsthedesireddigitalcode tothedigitaloutputboard










Support subroutine which handles all errors detected in any portion of the program. The
system is rendered fail-passive and any critical data is stored. This function is recursive and
makes every attempt to restart the entire system to ensure plant integrity is not compromised.
void errortest (stream,msg)
Support subroutine which does basic error checking before writing data to disk (stream).
void Evacuate(chambernum)
Routine which evacuates the sample chamber of interest before sampling. Delay is created by
a call to Mon_Delay.
float flowin(chambernum,gastype)
Support routine which returns the flowmeter reading of the flowcontroller of interest. This is a
support routine for lnteginflow.
floatflowout(chambernum)
Support routine which returns the reading of the flowmeter of interest. This is a support
routine for integoutflow.
void GasCompVoi(gasmode)




Support subroutine which obtains current CPU clock reading. This technique is used to





Main subroutine which performs the process of pressurizing the sample, and sending it
through the IRGA to obtain CO2 measurements. This subroutine also contains the regression
equations which compensates for the diluting effects of the N2 purge procedure.
float integinflow(chambernum,gastype,vol, flag)
Main subroutine which adds the desired amount of gas to the selected growth chamber. The
volume to be added is determined previously by GasCompVol.
foat integoutflow(chambernum)
Main subroutine which samples gas from the growth chamber, through the desiccant bed, and
into the sample chamber.
void keycheck
void keyexit(subname)
Subroutine which is called with any keyboard entry, Any unacceptable keyboard entries are
rejected, and the calling process is resumed. Program interruption can only be generated with
a special series of keystrokes. ( < shift-KEY >)
void main(argc,argv)
Main program, commonly referredtoasplantain.Thisprogram acceptscommand-line
argumentswhich determinetheoperatingmode: NORMAL_MODE, TEST_MODE,
SIMULATION MODE.
votd Message(passbuff)












Main displayroutinewhich getsmost recentdata(AllDataIn)and displayseitherthedata,or
dataand titlesdependingupon theclearvariable.
void plantest
Main engineeringtestprogram which selectivelyexercisesany ofthesubroutinesduring
testing,This program isfrequentlymodifiedforbriefcustom teststotestspecificsystem
integrityor aidindebugging softwareorhardwareproblems.Itremainsan integralpartofthe
final software to allow for occasional system diagnostics.
void prepareRawDataRead
Prepare program to read previously stored raw simulation data from disk.
void prepareRawDataStorage
Prepare program to store raw simulation data to disk.
int processCommandLine(argc,argv)
Support subroutine which processes command-line arguments upon experiment startup. These
commands can alter which mode the program will operate in. (NORMAL_MODE,
TEST_MODE, SIMULATIONMODE)
void readDataFromMux
Support subroutine for AllDataIn which makes direct calls to DataIn
void readNextDataFromFile
Read next previously stored raw simulation data set from disk.
(Simulation equivalent of readDataFromMux )
void readRawDstaFromFUe
Read first previously stored raw simulation data set from disk.
(Simulation equivalent of readDataFromMux )
void Screen(row, col,color,passbuff, unassigned)
Lowest-level display routine which displays contents in "passbuff" to the location specified by
row,col in the current display window. The parameter unassigned remains to allow for
portability to other software platforms.
void showCommandLineHeip
Support subroutine called to display valid user entries at the command line when the program
is first executed.
void sol
Support subroutine used by the engineering program plantest. Used to selectively switch
solenoids manually during testing.
int string in(stra,no char, firstchar)
Support routine for keyboard entry and edit.
intstring_over(stra,no_char)
Support routine for keyboard entry and edit.
void SwitchSolenoid(chambernum,channel,stams)




Support subroutine used by the engineering program plantest. Used to selectively command
the flowcontrollers manually during testing.
void Warning(passbuff)
One ofthedisplaywindows which isprimarilyused tocriticalsystemstatusinformationsent
through"passbuff'.Thisisvery similartotheMessage subroutine;however itisreservedfor
criticalmessages.Allerrormessagesaredisplayedthroughthisroutine.
void Window(winnumber,clear)
Main displayroutinewhich determinesthephysicalayoutwindows oftheuserscrccn.

































A TO D WIN 11/*Define window number */
AD16JR AT BASE 0x380/*Logical Address of ADI6-Jr-AT A/D Board */
ADI6JRATBOARDNUM 1 /*Logical Boardnumber of ADI6-Jr-AT A/D Board */
ADI6JR AT DMA 3 /*DMA Channel of AD16-Jr-AT A/D Board (not currently used)*/
ADI6JR_ATINT5 /*Interrupt Levell of AD16-Jr-AT A/D Board (not currently used)*/
AIR 4/* System Gas Reference Constant for bottled breathing air*/
AMBIENT PRESS WIN 6/*Define window number */
ATOD COL BEGIN 3/* Define atod window limits*/
ATOD COL END 78/* Define atod window limits*/
ATOD ROW BEGIN 37/* Define atod window limits*/
ATOD ROW END 42/* Define atod window limits*/
AVGC()UNT-10/* Number of Samples To Average When Inputing Analog Data */
BUFLENGTH 78/* Standard buffer length of character strings in code */
CALC_COL_BEGIN 3/* Define fast display window limits*/
CALC_COL_END 79/* Define fast display window limits*/
CALC_ROW_BEGIN 25/* Define fast display window limits*/
CALC ROW_END 25/* Define fast display window limits*/
clearWrmdow(x)Window((x), I)/* Macro to clear desired window*/
closeToZero(x) withinEpsiolon(x)/*Check to see if value is withinEpsilon distance from zero
CO2 1/* System Gas Reference Constant for bottled CO2"/
CO2LEVEL 1000/* Desired CO2 level in chambers (ppm) */
CONT_CALC_WIN 9/*Define window number for fast display window*/
COOLANT 9/* System Component Constant for cooling*/
DATE COL BEGIN 7l/* Define date window limits*/
DATE COL END 79/* Define date window limits*/
DATE ROW BEGIN 1/* Define date window limits*/
DATE ROW END 2/* Define date window limits*/
#define DDAO6_BASE 0x320/*Logical Address of DDA-06 D/A Board */
#define DDA06 BOARDNUM 2 /*Logical Boardnumber of DDA-06 D/A Board */
#define DIO48BASE Ox300 /*Logical Address of DIO48 Digital Output Board */
//define DRAWTITLES 0/* Constant for displaying rifles in display subroutines */
//defme EPSILON 1.00E 06/* Minimal value for evaluating floating point expressions close to 0 */
//define EVACUATETIME 20/* Time to evacuate sample chamber to near absolute vacuum before
sample is drawn */











































GAS CALC WIN 10/*Define window number for gases*/
GAS COL BEGIN 3/* Define window limits for gases*/
GASCOL_END 78/* Define window limits for gases*/
GAS ROW BEGIN 26/* Define window limits for gases*/
GAS_ROWEND 36/* Define window limits for gases*/
GctInterruptVcctor(i) getvect(i)/* internal use by A/D subroutines*/
GctPortB(p) ((unsigned int) inponb(p)) /* Internal use by A/D subroutines*/
GROWTHCHAMBERVOL 66000/* Total Volume of the growth chamber, without lines */
HiByte(p) ((unsigned in0 (((unsigned int) p) > > 8)) /* Internal use by A/D subroutines*/
HIGH CHAMBER 1/* System Level Constant value for High System References*/
HIGH COL BEGIN 55/* Define window limits*/
HIGH COL END 80/* Define window limits*/
HIGH ROW BEGIN 9/* Define window limits*/
HIGH ROW END 20/* Define window limits*/
HORIZ 0xC4/* Define special ASCII characters for screen display*/
HPRESSURE 770/* Pressure to maintain in Ambient Pressure Chamber (mmHg) */
HTEMP 21/* Desired Temperature in Ambient Chamber (C) */
initAndClearWindow0 Window(l, l)
initWindow0 Window(l, 0)
InterruptsOff disable/*Internaluseby AiD subroutines*/
ImerruptsOn enable /* Internal use by MD subroutines*/
IRGA 2/* System LevelConstantvalueforIRGA System References*/
IRGA COL BEGIN 3/* Def'mewindow limits*/
IRGA COL END 27/* Definewindow limits*/
IRGA ROW BEGIN 18 I*Def'mewindow limits*/
IRGA ROW END 20/* Definewindow limits*/
IRGA WIN 4/*Define window number */
LEFT BOT 0xC0/* DefinespecialASCII charactersforscreendisplay*/
LEFT_TOP 0xDA/* DefinespecialASCII charactersforscreendisplay*/
LoByte(p)((unsignedint)(p& 0xff))
LOW_CHAMBER 0/* System l.evclConstantvalueforLow System References*/
LOW COL BEGIN 29/* Definewindow limits*/
LOW COL END 54/* Definewindow limits*/
LOW PRESS WIN 5/*Define window number */
LOW ROW BEGIN 9/* Definewindow limits*/
LOW ROW END 20/* Definewindow limits*/
LPRESSURE 540/* Pressure to maintain in Low Pressure Chamber (mmHg) */
LPTlPort 0/*Constant define for system printer HI */
LPT2Port 1 /*Constant define for system printer #2 */
LTEMP 21/* Desired Temperature in LOw Chamber (C) */
MAXINTEGTIME 400/* Max time allowed for integration during any in/out
gas procedure */


















MESSAGE COL END 79/* Definewindow limits*/
MESSAGE ROW BEGIN 4/* Def'me window limits*/
D
MESSAGE ROW END 7/* Define window limits*/
-- m
MESSAGE WIN 2/*Def'me window number */
MINIRGAPURGE 8/* Min allowable initial irga reading before gas calculation routines */
N2 2/* Gas ReferenceConstant */
N2PURGE 7/* System Component Constant*/
NO_DRAWTITLES I /*Constant define to not display rifles when displaying data*/
noallocraemerr 1 /* Internal use by MD subroutines*/
NORMAL_MODE 1/*System level constant for normal operation */
02 3/* Gas Reference Constant */
O2LEVEL 0.204/* Desired 02 level in chamber (%02) */
OFF 0/* System Component Constant*/
ON 1/* System Component Constant*/
PLUSVOLUME 550/* Volume (ml) to pull through Sample Chamber After Flow is Zero */
PRINTER DEVICE_ERROR (0x08)/*Constant define for system printer
PRINTER NOT BUSY (0x80)
#define PutPortB(p, val) (outportb(p, (char) val)) /* Intm'nal use by A/D subroutines*/
#define RIGHT BOT 0xD9/* Define special ASCII characters for screen display*/
#define RIGHT_TOP 0xBF/* Define special ASCII characters for screen display*/
#define SAMPLE_IN 5/* System Component Constant for obtaining samples*/
#define SAMPLE OUT 8/* System Component Constant for processing samples*/
#define SAMPLECHAMBERVOL 150/* Total Volume of the Sample chamber & associated gas
lines */
#define SetlnterruptVector(i, v) setvect(i, v) /* Internal use by MD subroutines*/
#define SIMULATIONMODE 2 /*System level constant for simulated operation */
#define SOLENOID COL BEGIN 3/* Define window limits for solenoid info.*/
#define SOLENOID COL END 27/* Define window limits for solenoid info.*/
#define SOLENOID INFO WIN 3/*Define window number for solenoid info.*/
#define SOLENOID ROW BEGIN 9/* Define window limits for solenoid info.*/
#define SOLENOID ROW END 16/* Define window limits for solenoid info.*/
#define TEMP_TOLERANCE 0.2/* Sensitivity of system for temperature correction */
#define TEST_MODE 3 /*System level constant for testing (manual) operation */
#define TIME DATE WIN 8/*Define window number for dat and tim*/
#define nseWindow(x) Window((x), 0)/*Macro for selecting "x" window*/
#define VACUUM 6/* System Component Constant for vacuum*/
#define VERT 0xB3/* Define special ASCII characters for screen display*/
#define WARNCOL_BEGIN 3/* Define warning window limits*/
#define WARNCOL_END 79/* Define warning window limits*/
#define WARN_ROW_BEGIN 22/* Define warning window limits*/
#define WARNROW_END 23/* Define warning window limits*/
#define WARNINGS_WIN 7/*Define warning window number */
#def'me FALSE 0/*System Boolean constant */
#define TRUE 1 /*System Boolean constant */
Table B3
Global System Variables
getProjectDescfiption; /*Flag to check if Experiment has been restarted*/
LCO2 Low Chamber CO 2 Flowmeter Reading
LN2 Low Chamber N2 Flowmeter Reading
LO2 Low Chamber 0 2/N 2 Flowmeter Reading
Lflow Low Chamber Sample Flowmeter Reading
Ldrytemp Low Chamber Dry Bulb Temp.
Lwettemp Low Chamber Wet Bulb Temp.
Lstraln Low Chamber Dry Bulb Temp.
Lpressure Low Chamber Pressure
LO2sensor Low Chamber 0 2 sensor.
HCO2 High Chamber CO2 Flowmeter Reading
HAir High Chamber N 2 Flowmeter Reading
Hflow High Chamber Sample Flowmeter Reading
Hdrytemp High Chamber Dry Bulb Temp.
Hwettemp High Chamber Wet Bulb Temp.
Hstrain High Chamber Dry Bulb Temp.
Hpressure High Chamber Pressure
HO2sensor High Chamber O2 sensor.
gas_vohime[2][4]Static Array which contains the latest calculated volume of gas to add
























Direct reading from the IRGA
Calculated Sample CO 2 [ppm] based on regression fit
Calculated Low Volume of CO 2 [ml] removed based on regression fit
LOw Volume of CO 2 [ml]added
Low Volume of N 2 [roll added
Low Volume of02 [ml]added
Total Low Volun_ removed
Total Low Volume added
Last calculated IRGA reading (irgacalcmax)
Nutrient Added to high chamber during cycle
Calculated High Volume of CO2 [ml] removed based on regression fit
Low Volume of CO 2 [ml] added
Low Volume ofN 2 [ml]added
TotalLOw Volume removed































































































Functional Test Experiment Data
Low Ambient
Temp. CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp. CO2eone. CO2vol.
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953.64 2.123 762. I 21.334
971.616 1.302 762.6 21.524
973.622 1.21 761.3 21.603
943.716 2.577 760.8 21.885
969.611 1.394 766.8 20.811
967.609 1.485 763.8 20.981
959.615 1.851 763.6 20.794
975.63 1.118 763.6 20.821
957.622 1.942 766.2 20.972
957.622 1.943 762.5 21.06
969.611 1.394 766.7 21.073
945.697 2.488 762.4 20.858
985.698 0.658 762.2 20.831
959.615 1.851 763 20.828
969.611 1.393 763.5 20.93
967.609 1.485 767 21.117
959.615 1.852 770 20.981
953.64 2.123 770.1 21.115
963.608 1.669 769.8 21.041
963.608 1.667 764.5 20.828
973.622 1.21 765.8 21.068
951.651 2.215 762.9 20.873
963.608 1.668 766.4 20.981
959.615 1.85 772 18.849
925.969 3.39 770 19.804
995.811 0.246 770.1 20.194
1014.126 0 770.1 20.421
1018.215 0 770. I 20.707
995.811 0.195 770.1 20.71
1018.215 0 770.1 20.752
1014.126 0 770.1 20.752
989.738 0.473 770.1 20. 836
1003.933 0 770 20.631




CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp.
ppm ml mmHg deg.C
987.717 0.567 773.2 19.668
943.716 2.577 771.9 19.728
965.608 1.578 771.4 19.779
1005.968 • 0 770.6 19.782
981.666 0.842 770.7 19.614
1005.968 0 770.8 19.567
979.652 0.935 771 19.621
1008.005 0 770.7 19.624
987.717 0.566 770.9 19.621
993.785 0.288 770.8 19.592


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21.244 691.893 20.157 767
21.288 685.762 20.548 771.3
21.249 683.318 20.713 771.3
21.337 700.523 19.587 771.9
21.498 691.893 20.144 771.3
21.14 691,893 20.155 771.5
21.35 685.762 20.561 771.5
21.363 689.437 20.315 771
20.836 699.287 19.67 765.3
21.493 688.211 20.384 769.8
21.384 694.353 19.981 771.3
21.132 694.353 19.983 767.8
20.898 690.664 20.232 771.4
20.916 691.893 20.154 770.3
20.513 690.664 20.23 765
20.623 702.999 19.415 771.2
20.493 698.051 19.752 768.1
20.516 693.122 20.069 764.8
20.742 684.539 20.638 771.5
20.68 701.76 19.512 770
20.474 705.479 19.265 768.I
20.454 690.664 20.238 765.6
21.491 696.818 19.822 770
20.669 712.947 18.778 765.4
20.48 700.523 19.593 766.I
20.781 709.208 19.02 770.3
2I.09 698.051 19.74 770.2
21.288 699.287 19.673 765.9
21.491 711.699 18.858 769.5
21.207 701.76 19.5 770.8
20.48 700.523 19.592 767.2
20.591 707.964 19.115 765.2
20.947 702.999 19.435 770.6
21.275 700.523 19.578 769.2
21.358 702.999 19.435 767.2
21.353 717.948 18.453 770.8
21.379 705.479 19.272 770
21.231 702.999 19.434 765.9
20.908 706.721 19.176 769.4
20.986 702.999 19.42 767.6
20.869 694.353 20 770.9
21.077 717.948 18.449 768.5
20. 898 705. 479 19.271 767.5
20.797 710.453 18.941 769.9
20.804 711.699 18.848 764.4
20.586 705.479 19.264 770.4
20.687 710.453 18.931 765.6
20.706 704.238 19.339 770.4
20.83 719.201 18.365 767.2
21.059 699.287 19.674 770.9
20.966 711.699 18.856 768.9
21.072 700.523 19.592 771.4























































































































540.1 20.454 724.224 18.045 767.7 20.557 134.731 5.466
539.8 20.604 711.699 18.861 771 21.408 135.617 5.446
540.6 21.459 705.479 19.27 765.4 20.436 135.617 5.448
540 21.457 717.948 18.446 771.4 21.352 136.508 5.462
540.1 21.42 714.195 18.69 766.5 20.473 136.956 5.466
539 21.309 699.287 19.666 771.7 21.27 136.508 5.451
540 21.262 711.699 18.863 765.7 20.421 136.508 5.456
540 21.485 719.201 18.376 771.4 20.927 135.617 5.437
540 21.304 717.948 18.453 771.5 21.241 137.854 5.446
539.9 21.057 704.238 19.349 771.2 21.448 138.758 5.453
540.2 21.446 721.71 18.21 765.9 20.419 137.404 5.466
540.1 21.413 714.195 18.698 767.9 20.67 138.305 5.466
540.1 21.22 701.76 19.497 770.9 21.241 139.666 5.453
540.1 21.14 719.201 18.375 768.7 21.28 136.956 5.452
540.2 21.506 717.948 18.453 766.6 20.426 138.305 5.442
540 21.283 712.947 18.775 770.8 20.976 138.305 5.435
540 21.049 722.967 18.118 771.3 21.248 137.854 5.446
540 20.43 709. 208 19. 026 770.6 21.44 138.305 5. 466
540.4 21.394 704.238 19.35 766 20.451 137.404 5.452
540.3 21.2 717.948 18.445 771.1 21.016 139.211 5.436
540.1 20.82 726.742 17.882 771. I 21.369 138.305 5.449
540.3 21.405 722.967 18.13 771.2 21.46 139.211 5.45
539.9 21.288 715.445 18.62 766.7 20.458 142.421 5.424
540 21.054 - 724.224 18.035 771 21.154 141.038 5.446
540.2 20.812 725.483 17.959 771.8 21.448 138.305 5.434
539.9 20.399 710.453 18.93 765.7 20.443 139.211 5.433
540.6 21.363 717.948 18.446 769.5 20.858 138.758 5.466
539.9 21.252 735.592 17.304 770.8 21.216 139.211 5.446
539.9 20.695 725.483 17.96 768.2 21.26 138.758 5.434
540 21.371 717.948 18.444 771.1 21.048 138.305 5.451
540.3 21.343 725.483 17.96 770.5 21.438 139.666 5.436
540 21.343 725.483 17.96 766.9 20.545 138.758 5.463
540.2 21.236 729.265 17.708 771.4 21.228 139.666 5.446
539.9 21.335 731.793 17.551 764.8 20.406 140.122 5.465
537.2 21.278 651.951 22.767 770.3 20.873 118.441 5.423
539.8 21.283 660.321 22.204 765.7 20.424 121.629 5.428
540.2 21.272 698.051 19.755 770.5 21.184 129.946 5.429
539.9 21.356 717.948 18.452 765.7 20.52 134.29 5.465
539.9 21.018 730.528 17.632 764.5 20.517 136.508 5.429
540.3 20.636 729.265 17.718 770.8 21.455 138.305 5.426
539.6 21.033 731.793 17.536 769.3 21.206 139.666 5.423
540.1 20.768 744.496 16.705 767.6 20.969 109.353 5.444
542.3 20.846 207.18 39.501 770.5 21.001 201.846 34.256
541 20.981 593.965 20.451 770.1 21.092 349.295 12.119
540 20.877 712.64 14.485 770.1 20.944 377.553 24.239
538.4 20.693 716.131 14.308 770.3 21.159 474".197 5.439
539,5 21.135 717.879 14.218 770.1 20.665 4,29.268 25.025
540.1 21.176 712.64 14.477 770.1 20.705 527. 845 20.003





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20.841 811.502 9.504 771.2
20.784 794.921 10.344 770. I
20.742 805.958 9.774 770. I
21.005 791.258 10.514 770.2
20.789 794.921 10.341 769.7
20.602 809.652 9.589 768.8
21.155 793.089 10.43 768.6
20.843 793.089 10.421 770.2
20.555 794.921 10.343 769.1
20.76 811.502 9.513 770.1
20.955 789.429 10.618 770.5
21.28 813.354 9.428 770.3
20.693 813.354 9.428 770
20.573 800.431 10.062 770. I
21.161 824.506 8.856 770.5
21.038 805.958 9.784 770.1
21.031 811.502 9.496 770.1
20.958 826.372 8.755 770.1
20.75 794.921 lO. 343 769.2
21.226 845.13 7.81 765.8
21.005 831.979 8.478 765
21.08 809.652 9.605 765.1
20.867 813.354 9.416 765
20.955 831.979 8.478 764.6
20.932 813.354 9.415 764.4
20.885 847.016 7.722 764
20.999 835.727 8.29 764
21.106 815.208 9.309 763.5
21.114 835.727 8.289 763.6
21.132 828.239 8.668 763.3
21.246 831.979 8.474 763.1
21.254 830.108 8.584 763.2
21.244 835.727 8.285 763.4
21.314 833.852 8.388 763.3
21.337 830.108 8.578 763.1
21.283 818.922 9.133 762.9
21.353 845.13 7.802 762.6
21.452 841.363 8.009 762.8
21.488 826.372 8.753 762
21.483 822.643 8.949 762.6
21.42 830.108 8.578 762.7
21.358 852.687 7.427 762.5
21.265 820.781 9.038 762.6
21.244 822.643 8.943 762.8
21.179 839.483 8.101 763.1
21.093 820.781 9.044 763.2
21.036 839.483 8.096 763.5
20.95 822.643 8.944 763.9
20.864 824.506 8.846 763.6
20.903 824.506 8.858 763.9
20. 994 824. 506 8. 854 764.3
20.911 826.372 8.746 764.7
21.012 830.108 8.578 764.7










































































































































Temp. CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp.









































532.8 21.163 815.208 9.309
539.8 21.067 749.688 12.609
537.7 21.111 865.983 6.755
540 20.737 83 I. 979 8.469
540 20.916 813.354 9.415
536.9 21.098 804.114 9.867
540.1 21.127 815.208 9.32
539.8 20.708 824.506 8.841
540 20.768 796.756 10.248
540.1 20.841 818.922 9.137
540.I 20.88 809.652 9,589
539.4 20.773 815.208 9.318
540 20.734 805.958 9.783
540 20.62 804.114 9.871
539.9 20.599 811.502 9.506
541.4 21.213 805.958 9.782
539.8 21.02 813.354 9.416
540 20.711 811.502 9.504
540 20.594 802.271 9.973
540.2 20.651 798.593 10.161
540.6 20.828 804.114 9.869
539.9 20.578 794.921 10.331
540.3 21.129 818.922 9.129
540 21.064 805. 958 9. 782
540.1 20.791 805.958 9.789
539.8 20.615 800.431 10.05
540.1 20.797 817.064 9.222
539.I 20.711 798.593 I0.15
539.9 20.706 811.502 9.495
540 21.132 804.114 9.869
539.8 20.838 802.271 9.969
539.1 21.135 822.643 8.936
540 20.88 822.643 8.938
540.2 21.093 805.958 9.774
540.9 20.864 833.852 8.371
540 20.976 826.372 8.75
539.4 20.955 818.922 9.13
540.1 21.031 818.922 9.135
538.9 21.15 815.208 9.312








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































540.1 20.981 798.593 10.153
539.8 20.875 818.922 9.139
539 20.937 811.502 9.5
540 20.888 802.271 9.966
540.2 20.882 809.652 9.596
539.9 20.758 807.804 9.689
540.2 20.843 798.593 10.153
540 20.846 815.208 9.308
540 20.992 811.502 9.512
539.9 21.218 805.958 9.786
540.1 20.571 811.502 9.51
540.4 21.103 796.756 10.239
539.9 20.859 811.502 9.504
538.9 20.851 809.652 9.591
539.9 20.901 783.954 10.894
539.9 21.2 805.958 9.778
540 20.763 818.922 9.13
540.2 21.135 800.431 10.068
539.8 20.804 800.431 10.068
537.7 21.304 780.314 13.279
539.8 21.038 815.208 11.181
540 20.81 831.979 10.175
540.2 20.981 845.13 9.385
539.8 20.947 839.483 9.702
540 20.914 839.483 9.708
540 20.963 826.372 10.501
538.5 20.825 835.727 9.929
539.9 20.984 843.246 9.483
539.9 21.046 830.108 10.283
540.1 20.992 841.363 9.602
539.9 20.968 845.13 9.371
539.9 20.934 837.604 9.827
539.2 20.934 841.363 9.602
538.7 20.898 839.483 9.719
539.8 20.95 835.727 9.941
540 21.106 852.687 8.916
540 21.14 837.604 9.819
540.2 20.867 839.483 9.71
540.9 20.958 822.643 10.723
539.6 21.124 848.905 9.134
540.1 21.07 831.979 10.182
539.3 20.908 841.363 9.592
539.9 21.163 833.852 10.047
540.1 20.945 839.483 9.71
539.3 20.721 822.643 10.724
539.1 20.75 837.604 9.831
540.6 21.213 830.108 10.277
539.1 21.111 837.604 9.832
539.9 20.966 828.239 10.386
539.9 20.682 833.852 10.04
538.3 20.794 826.372 10.499
540 20.95 826.372 10.508
539.9 20.61 828.239 10.38
541.6 21.077 826.372 10.498
773.3 21.201 673.024 5.451
772 20.932 598.515 5.445
771.7 21.031 528.917 5.451
771.9 21.004 464.357 5.46
770.1 20.725 415.63 5.429
770.1 20.636 377.553 16.14
769.9 20.478 442.301 21.981
770.1 20.658 565.202 18.488
770.1 20.653 646.687 14.391
770.4 20.905 664.164 5.446
770. I 20.722 584.568 27.286
771.5 21.221 745.478 5.425
769.7 20.93 664.164 9.572
770.1 20.878 622.276 23.797
769.8 21.023 749.577 16.798
767.5 20.912 794.254 14.853
766.8 20.838 805.699 14.032
766.7 20.996 814.356 13.383
767.7 21.875 666.687 28.813
766.6 21.791 777.294 19.242
766 21.714 851.102 12.891
765.9 21.843 855.586 12.499
765.7 21. 769 840. 703 13.794
765.2 21.853 842.183 13.638
765.3 21.9 833.327 14.419
765 21.946 855.586 12.5
764.7 22.072 849.611 13.001
764.7 21.875 846.635 13.291
764.9 22.077 846.635 13.277
765 22.035 842.183 13.682
764.7 22.075 855.586 12.523
764.8 22.132 845.149 13.411
765.4 22.008 848.122 13.157
765 21.974 852.595 12.746
765.6 21. 867 852.595 12.75
765.8 21.756 846.635 13.277
766.2 21.66 846.635 13.278
766.7 21.552 852.595 12.774
767.5 21.352 840.703 13.773
767.7 21.1 834.799 14.275
767.7 20.967 851.102 12.905
768.4 21.016 842.183 13.644
768.4 20.895 852.595 12.749
767.5 20.846 830.389 14.671
770.1 20.999 854.089 11.077
770. I 21.07 825.996 12.218
768.8 20.905 808.578 16.57
770.1 20.89 848.122 12.883
768.6 20.816 830.389 14.69
768.6 20.781 839.224 13.936
771 21.009 840.703 5.466























































Temp. CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp.
deg.C ppm ml mmHg deg.C
540.2 20.576 826.372 10.498
540.1 20.547 820.781 10.836
540 20.771 837.604 9.824
539.8 20.953 826.372 10.496
539.9 21.038 811.502 11.402
540.1 21.075 837.604 9.815
539.9 21.036 811.502 11.391
539.9 20.914 839.483 9.702
540.1 20.677 826.372 10.508
539.9 20.589 811.502 11.393
539.9 21.114 831.979 10.157
540.1 20.919 828.239 10.38
540 21.088 822.643 10.732
540.1 20.589 817.064 11.059
539.9 21.137 813.354 11.294
539.9 20.83 843.246 9.488
539.8 20.526 826.372 10.51
540.2 20.955 820.781 10.847
540 21.215 831.979 10.166
540 20.641 833.852 10.052
539.8 20.602 815.208 11.177
539.9 20.851 835.727 9.936
540 20.703 828.239 10.383
540.1 20.578 817.064 11.056
540.1 20.711 818.922 10.95
540.1 21.072 841.363 9.6
540.4 20.901 807.804 11.614
540 21.093 833.852 10.052
539.8 20.739 817.064 11.069
540.3 20.659 818.922 10.949
540 20.513 833.852 10.046
541.3 21.171 804.114 11.862
540 21.205 824.506 10.62
540 20.571 828.239 10.392
540.3 21.01 826.372 10.87
539.4 20.586 802.271 11.96
540.3 21.129 845.13 9.387
539.9 21.064 833.852 10.043
539.9 21.137 811.502 11.393
538.6 21.041 831.979 10.16
540 21.158 828.239 10.396
539.9 20.781 813.354 11.282
540 20.963 831.979 10.169
540 21.21 824.506 10.62
539.8 20.859 830.108 10.268
540 20.846 805.958 11.735
539.9 20.992 839.483 9.717








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Temp. CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp.
deg.C ppm rnl mmHg deg.C
20.781 791.258 12.612 770.1
21.093 771.248 13.824 772.6
20.651 798.593 12.172 770.1
20.612 769.44 13.931 772.2
20.921 791.258 12.624 773.1
21.072 780.314 13.288 771.3
21.096 793.089 12.506 770
20.963 780.314 13.276 770.1
20.636 778.497 13.389 774



































































































































































20.698 802.271 I1.948 774.7
20.576 771.248 13.827 770.I
20.869 780.314 13.29 773.8
20.838 776.682 13.498 774.8
20.558 791.258 12.615 773.7
20.602 773.057 13.714 770.1
20.882 780,314 13.289 772.7
20.924 785.777 12.96 774.2
20.823 776.682 13.499 770.1
21.109 764.03 14.282 774.3
21.049 782.133 13.18 774.4
21.114 776.682 13.509 773.2
20.667 787.602 12.843 772.6
21.062 794.921 12.408 770.1
20.867 747.904 15.243 770.4
20.971 793.089 12.504 770.2
20.791 826.372 10.506 770.1
21.057 778.497 13.391 770.4
20.953 762.23 14.382 769.7
21.145 778.497 13.398 770.1
20.817 793.089 12.504 770.1
20.942 755.051 14.814 770.1
20.947 783.954 13.059 769.8
21.122 774.868 13.604 768.3
20.945 760.432 14.486 767.5
21.075 771.248 13.823 767.3
21.057 764.03 14.28 766.8
21.132 771.248 13.832 766.8
21.109 767.635 14.045 766.1
21.239 773.057 13.724 766.3
21.088 760.432 14.484 766.4
21.306 785.777 12.948 766.4
21.376 774.868 13.603 766.7
21.376 778.497 13.39 766.8
21.374 765.831 14.165 766.8
21.304 780.314 13.29 767.1
21.324 767.635 14.048 767.4
21.231 785.777 12.948 767.1
21.14 764.03 14.285 766.9
21.096 774.868 13.615 767.1
21.007 796.756 12.283 767.1
21.127 778.497 13.401 767.7
20.908 783.954 13.056 767.7
21.046 762.23 14.365 767.6
20.921 765.831 14.163 767.6
20.911 774.868 13.609 768.4
20.893 769.44 13.939 768
20.877 776.682 13.511 768.8
21.15 776.682 13.5 769.2
20.96 769.44 13.948 768.8
20.794 773.057 13.722 769.2
21.002 764.03 14.257 769.7
20.971 793.089 12.502 769.4



































































































































































































































0.00 539.9 21.987 896.721 7.594
24.87 539.8 20.791 877.454 8.745













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20.391 860.273 9.806 781.4
20.396 860.273 9.81 781.6
20.383 856.476 10.047 781.4
20.451 852.687 10.272 781.2
20.519 862.175 9.693 781.3
20,43 858.374 9.93 781.3
20.623 845.13 10.727 781.1
20.94 848.905 10.494 780.4
20.654 839.483 11.064 779.3
21.036 860.273 9.818 778.8
20.765 843.246 10.832 778.2
20.791 856.476 10.041 778
21.046 858.374 9.918 777.6
20.758 833.852 11.402 777.5
20.654 864.078 9.569 777.2
21.254 839.483 11.061 777.1
20.664 854.581 10.147 776.5
20.75 856.476 10.035 776.5
20.979 841.363 10.941 776.4
21.218 854.581 10.147 776.2
20.682 847.016 10.607 776.4
20.724 845.13 10.715 776.7
20.924 858.374 9.917 774. I
20.804 904.48 7.127 771.3
21.046 854.581 I0.141 772.5
20.682 869.799 9.231 771.8
21.174 856.476 10.028 774.1
20.747 854.581 10.143 771.1
20.994 860.273 9.803 772.8
20.739 871.71 9.111 774
20.69 847.016 10.598 771.2
20.903 867.89 9.336 774. I
21.054 856.476 10.032 774.7
20.971 858.374 9.91 775.6
20.651 862.175 9.685 774.3
21.168 850.795 10.367 772.5
20.55 864.078 9.572 774
21.031 858.374 9.916 773.2
21.145 869.799 9.225 775.7
21.184 854.581 10.144 771.3
20.636 869.799 9.228 774.2
21.114 862.175 9.677 775.3
21.046 867.89 9.34 775.4
20.469 858.374 9.913 775.4


















































Temp. CO2conc. CO2vol. Pressure Temp.
deg.C ppm ml mmHg deg.C
21.075 858.374 9.911 775.6






















































21.028 854.581 I0.138 775.3
21.005 858.374 9.912 777.1
20.89 856.476 10.03 776.5
20.854 864.078 9.57 776.8
20.765 847.016 10.598 776.4
20.693 867.89 9.335 776.4
20.703 843.246 10.823 776.5
20.765 862.175 9.683 776.6
20.5 858.374 9.914 776.8
20.521 843. 246 lO. 822 775.3
20.477 862.175 9.683 776.5
20.506 858.374 9.911 774.5
20.48 856.476 10.036 776.3
20.428 845.13 10.718 776
20.513 862.175 9.692 776.1
20.482 860.273 9.795 773.9
20.498 841.363 10.946 775.9
20.386 865.983 9.461 776.2
20.428 843.246 10.827 776.3
20.443 856.476 10.03 776.5
20.467 848.905 10.482 776.5
20.428 850.795 10.379 776.6
20.524 852.687 10.265 776.1
20.656 856.476 10.03 776. I
20.802 854.581 10.148 772
21.075 862.175 9.694 771.5
20.594 856.476 10.029 773.7
21.15 839.483 I 1.057 771.4
20.755 877.454 8.762 771.2
20.823 841.363 10.939 772.9
21.046 835.727 11.288 771.2
21.002 873.623 8.998 771. I
21.018 847.016 10.602 770.6
21.122 843.246 10.831 772
21.223 843.246 10.826 772.4
20.69 862.175 9.685 771.7
20.859 837.604 11.161 771.2
20.88 845.13 10.712 771
20.989 841.363 10.935 771
20.771 856.476 10.025 771.3
20.828 824.506 I 1.952 770.3
21.168 865.983 9.442 772.7
20.734 854.581 10.127 770.5
20.992 830.108 11.606 771.2
21.15 848.905 10.476 770.8
20.685 860.273 9.789 770.4
21.192 835.727 I 1.274 771.1
20.683 334.699 4.78
21.006 333.193 4.779


















20. 902 313. 422 4. 788
21.147 311.289 4.786























20. 897 882.821 4. 777
20.493 837.747 13.995
